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In the first part of this note I shall give an account of some recent results of Ira Herbst and myself [H-S] . These results deal with radiation conditions for two-body long-range Schr6dinger operators from a time-dependent point of view.
The second part contains various N-body propagation estimates [S] which I believe (besides having interest of their own) may serve as a basis for an extension of the method and results of [H-S] to N-body long-range Hamiltonians (cf Th. 2.5).
X-l 1. Radiation conditions At first we shall recall some of the history of radiation condition^ then we state some new results (Th. 1.4) fitting into this history. At last we shall give a brief account of the proof, which involves propagation estimates for certain "radiation operators" (Th. 1 . 6 ) . These estimates might equally well be called radiation conditions. The traditional approach to radiation conditions is purely stationary and rather P.D.E. oriented.
We consider H = -A +V on the Hilbert space L 2 = L 2 (IR 11 ) , n arbitrary, with the potential V = V(x) smooth and satisfying for some 0 < £" <1 la^VCx)) < C^x^1 011 "^, v multitndices a ;
Clearly H is selfadjoint on the standard Sobolev space of degree two. As for the results to be presented, one can add local singularities, not to be discussed here.
2
The set of bounded operators on L is denoted by B(L ) and the resolvent of H by R(z), z $ 3R.
With the above condition on V, H is purely absolutely continuous on JR^ (the positive reals). In fact, as is wellknown, the limiting absorption principle (L.A.P.) holds:
For \ e 3R 4 ' and 6 > l ±Ia<x>~' S R(\+ie)<x>'~& exists in B(L 2 ).
( 1 . 1 ) e+0
The proof of L.A.P. due to Ikebe and Saito [I-S] has as a consequence the following X-2 (2) With x(lx|" >1) given as a smooth characteristic function for the region Ixl 2 >1 (avoiding the singularity at x = 0)
Theorem 1.3 ( [11] ). For any £,X >0 and i >s >-i
Definitions.
(1) Yn(^) = H^S(X,X)Y(X) +y(X)^S(x,X)},
For any e y\ >0
The time-dependent proof of Theorem 1.4 (1) (to be outlined at the end of this section) includes a new proof of Theorem 1.3.
As for Theorem 1.4 (2) we mention that the statement is an easy consequence of ( 1 . 1 ) , Lemma 1.2 and Theorems 1.3, 1.4 ( 1 ) . As an application of Theorem 1.4 (2) we have the following result.which also is proved by Isozaki [I.1],but in a rather complicated way (since the proof is based on the weaker radiation condition of Theorem 1.3). For ip £ L , put g = <x>-s -1 -â nd fg(r) = r^-^^e-^^'^^RtX+iOgXr.) (r = Ixl and the dot indicates a function on the unit-sphere S"" 1 in IR").
X-4
Then for any input ip
(2) Im<g,R(X+iO)g> = /I||F ,|| 2 g,X ^n-l( Im = imaginary part).
Proof, For r sufficiently largê
Hence for r,r^ large, r >r.,
Let B^ (0) and S^(0) be the ball and sphere with radius R and centre 0, respectively.
Then by the Green identity, for R large and with h=R(X+io)g, Remark. As mentioned by Isozaki, Corollary 1.5 may serve as a basis for constructing a diagonalizing operator T of the continuous part of H obtained as the extension of T given by Tg = f ©dxf^F , CL^IR^L 2^11 "" 1 )).
J jj^+
\^" / y f A See [11] for further information.
In order to explain the proof of Theorem 1.4 (1), we focus on a compact interval A c: IR . We choose Xi (S) CC^dR 11 ) such that X. (0 =0 in a n.b.h. of 0, (1.2) and is denoted by Sp.
X-6
Definitions;
( 1 ) 7 == i(Y(X,D) + Y(X,D)*), Y(x,S) given by ( 1 . 6 ) ,
(2) For any m-tuple a = a(m) = (c^,...,a ) , a. integers such that 1 < a, < n, 7 = Y • • • 7 ; i.e. an ordered -• J --1 rn product of components of ^.
We have the following propagation estimates for 7 a • The factor -2(m-£)/t comes about by computing the "leading term" of the commutator i[H,y] to be -2|p|x.l(p)X2( x ) |x|~1 â nd subsequently by replacing by -(1-e/m)t y.
The next step is to put t = m-2e -1 in Theorem 1.6, multiply by e^( +l£ 1 ) and integrate from 0 to +°°. We obtain the resolvent estimate X-7 jj^^m-1-2£^^^^^^^^^^-m^^^^^ VA€]R, e^>0.
(1.9)
By interpolating between (1.9) (with m large) and ( The potential V = ^ V..(x^1^) satisfies the following (ij) 13 conditions:
On L^X^^) (or as function on X^^)
(1) Vj_(-A+1)~1 and (xVV^.(-A+1)~1 are compact,
(2) ((xV)^.) (-A+1)" 1 is bounded for any n,
(3) 3 RQ>O, 1 >£p >0:
V..(x)
is smooth in |x| >R-, and l^(x)l , C^-I^O.
We shall present four propagation estimates. The first two are (more or less) due to Sigal and Soffer [S-S] . The last two X-9
follows by a certain extension of the method of [S-S] together with an application of a certain vector field on X constructed recently by Graf [G] . All results will appear in [S] with full proofs.
Definition. For £ >0 and any selfadjoint operator A, Remark. As noted in [S-S] Remark. For N == 2 there already exist two proofs of Theorem 2.4 in the literature [J] , [12] . For N >3 there exist re-
X-ll
suits with some similarity [M] , however with very restrictive assumptions on either subsystems or the potential (still including the pure Coulomb case).
With a few modifications the estimates presented in Theorems 2.1 -2.4 should suffice in applying the method in [H-S] to obtain radiation conditions for the free channel. In particular 
